Press Release: Navio Networks Partners with Leading
Fishing Brand Wired2fish to Launch Global CTV Fishing
Channel
Los Angeles, CA, February 16, 2021
Navio Networks, Inc., a Los Angeles based corporation, announced in partnership with
Wired2fish, the launch of the most diverse 24/7 global fishing channel on free adsupported connected television (CTV) platforms and apps. The linear channel, titled
Wired2fishTV, is slated to go live in February 2021. Navio Networks, a licensing,
programming and advertising company, builds live linear premium channels for
distribution on CTV.
Wired2fishTV has a planned launch on fast-growing KlowdTV, along with other free adsupported CTV platforms and apps during Q1.
Wired2fishTV is excited to serve the 60 million plus anglers in the US market with video
programming produced and provided by the top names in the fishing industry featuring
a lineup of fishing legends, entertaining personalities, celebrities, and popular anglers.
The channel will bring a unique blend of regular programming, live events, dedicated
classic segments and original content developed for and aired exclusively on
Wired2fishTV.
Featured shows include: Jimmy Houston Outdoors, On the Water with Hank Parker,
One More Cast with Shaw Grigsby, Jarrett Edwards Outdoors, Ultimate Fishing
Experience, Lindner's Angling Edge, Lindner's Angling Buzz, Lindner's Fishing Buzz,
The Ontario Experience, Hobie Outdoor Adventures, Angler News, Brent Chapman’s
Pro Vs Joe, Stoked on Fishing, Operation Fishing Freedom Foundation, Wired2fish,
American Bass Anglers (ABA live) and more.
The channel is the culmination, efforts and collaboration of Navio Networks, Dedicated
Sports Marketing and fishing industry veteran Allyn Michalek, President & GM of New
Brand Marketing.
“We are excited to partner with industry leader Navio Networks, to create a global
channel dedicated to fishing. We have assembled the most dynamic, diverse and
interesting lineup of fishing programming available. Wired2fish, the leading digital
company in the sport of fishing and one of the largest outdoor media publishing
companies in the world, was the obvious choice not only as the channel naming partner
but also a leader in compelling fishing content. Wired2fishTV will provide significant
viewer reach and engagement both for endemic and non-endemic brands seeking
greater exposure while connecting advertisers with their target audience,” said
Michalek.

“Wired2fish is delighted to join this powerful assembly of fishing programming to
become what will no doubt be the most-watched, dynamic fishing platform in the United
States. We are humbled and honored to have our brand as its namesake,” says Todd
Hammill, CEO of Wired2fish. “We produce fishing content that monthly educates
hundreds of thousands of anglers digitally on everything from tips and tactics for
successful angling to introductions of the latest gear for a successful day on the water,”
continued Todd. “Wired2fishTV allows us to expand our already extensive reach even
further into the technologically advanced world of linear 24/7 television. CTV is giving us
not only more reach but also an additional, cutting-edge channel of communication to
our customer that we just didn’t have before, and we couldn’t be happier with this
arrangement.”
“Navio is furthering its CTV linear channel offerings with Wired2fishTV. Wired2fishTV
offers an authentic, credible voice within the fishing industry, and Navio Networks is
thrilled to include this highly branded channel along with its other launched and soon to
be launched verticalized channels in Military + History, Horror, Women’s Lifestyle,
Conspiracy, Sports and others. We anticipate the Wired2fishTV channel to go live in
February,” said Douglas Neiman, Navio Networks CEO.
About Wired2fish
Wired2fish.com is a leading digital content publishing company dedicated to creating
proprietary content that educates anglers about new fishing tackle as well as where and
how to fish with it. Wired2fish content is available on multiple platforms including
Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and Twitter with over 1,700,000 followers combined
producing over 106,000,000 video minutes watched in 2020.
About Navio Networks
Navio provides a pathway for content providers and advertisers to reach CTV’s highly
engaged audiences though the creation of its 24/7 linear channels and video on
demand offerings. Leveraging premium content, technology and programming
expertise, in-depth market and customer intelligence, and the digital footprints of its
partners, Navio creates highly marketable video offerings that audiences enjoy. For
more information, please visit www.navio.tv.
About New Brand Marketing (NBM)
NBM is an integrated marketing agency specializing in partnerships, property
representation, sponsorships, digital solutions and revenue generation. NBM has
extensive experience in the sports/entertain industry, as well, as venue partnerships,
NGB representation and procuring $75mm in brand partnerships.
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